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Mercer Mayer's very popular Little Critter stars in a picture book about feeling angry. With minimal

text and funny illustrations to spell out every new situation, the book shows the Critter family saying

no to everything Little Critter wants to do. He can't keep frogs in the tub. He can't help paint the

house. Finally, mad at the world, Little Critter announces he will run away. When pals come by and

ask him to come and play baseball, our young hero's mood quickly changes. He grabs his bat and

heads off for the game, telling himself he can run away another day if he is still so mad.
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My husband and I love to read "I Was so Mad" along with our 21 month old daughter. The short

story easily depicts the everyday frustrations that little ones run into and their feeling "mad" when

they can not do what they want but then finding an alternative that does make them happy. Our

daughter loves the pictures as well as helping us read along and say "So Mad" at the end of many

of the pages. All in all- it's one of our favorites.

I think I Was So Mad, along with the other Mercer Mayer books, is a great book that kids can relate

to and learn from. In this book, Little Critter espresses his feelings of frustration and of being angry



in a way that most children do in at least one point of time in their life. I enjoyed reading Mercer

Mayer books as a child and even now i can't help picking up one of these simple books to read

when i see one.

I was hoping the end of this story would discuss how to deal with feelings. But I'm the end, Little

Critter decides he is so mad that he is going to run away from home. So he packs up and gets

distracted when he sees his friends all playing baseball and is happy that his mother allows him to

go play with them. So he decides maybe he will run away tomorrow.Cute, but I was hoping for more

about how to deal with our mad feelings, etc.

I Was So Mad. By Mercer Mayer. Golden Book, 1983. 24 pages.Little critters are obviously no

exception to the repeated "no" that children hear throughout a day, according to Mercer Mayer in his

book "I Was So Mad." Little Critter never gets to do anything he wants-even tickling the goldfish and

keeping frogs in the bathtub are off limits. His family finally makes him "so mad" that he decides to

run away, until he is at last granted permission to play with his friends. Although illustrations take up

a good deal of the white space in this Level 2 easy reader, the large, dark, typeface remains easy to

follow. Repetitions of "I was so mad" and "No, you can't" help the young reader get through some of

the more unfamiliar passages yet are not monotonous as they are an integral part of the plot. The

adorable watercolor and ink illustrations follow the text closely, and serve as a tool for the child

trying to decode what Little Critter is not allowed to do. This delightful book serves as a good

foundation for the six to eight year old reader who is learning that there is meaning behind the text

he reads. Children will easily relate to Little Critter's complaints and likely will recall similar

experiences, bringing them even more enjoyment while reading. Undoubtedly, Little Critter will

quickly become a favorite friend for the beginning reader.

Not only does my three year old absolutely adore these books, but all four of my daughters enjoyed

them as small children. I've found them to be charming and well drawn, each one dealing with a

normal part of life for a child.This one shows the child critter being mad because everything

(destructive) he tries to do his parents tell him no, but when he asks to go play, he's allowed to do

that...which makes him AND his parents happy. :)

This was my favorite book when I was little. One of my most memorable childhood memories is

sitting with my dad while he read it to me. He would do such a great job of expressing Little Critter's



emotions! This book would never get old. It's hardcover, and I am very happy that it's still intact

today even from my teeth marks on the corners! I store it in the bottom of my dresser so I can read it

to my son (due Jan-25-04). I think about Little Critter when I become so mad today and remember

that there's no need to give up! I hope to keep this book in my family for years.

Cute art, great memories from childhood, but not attachment parenting friendly. I didn't remember

this book being like this at ALL. I prefer to help my kids through their rough patches and not treat

them as if their feelings are insignificant to me or too much for me to bother with.

Little Critter was my favorite book series to read when I was a child, "I Was So Mad" being one of

the best books! Now I am grown and have my own child. I can't wait to be able to read this to him

when he is ready! For now, he enjoys attempting to grab and chew on the book!
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